EYFS
Autumn 2
Space
CURRICULUM OVERVIEW

As athletes we will:
begin with moving like fireworks, whizzing and whooshing around. Then we
will be learning ball skills such as catching and throwing and using these
skills within games. PE for both classes is still on a Thursday. Please leave
PE kits in school throughout the week.

As Artists we will:
be exploring what happens when we mix colours together to create planet
pictures. We will also be making rockets and firework pictures, investigating
different textured material. Not forgetting Christmas and other winter art
and craft activities.

As Writers we will:

In PSED we will:

be using stories and information books about space and aliens to
develop our ability to hear sounds in words. We will begin to look
at ordering and writing sentences about stories that we have read
and explore the characters within those stories. We will continue to
develop our phonic knowledge through daily sessions to learn new
sounds and practise blending those sounds to read simple words.

be learning about how to deal with different scenarios, how we feel and
how we can react in a positive manner. We will understand that having
feelings of anger or sadness are okay but we must deal with them in a
positive way.

As Mathematicians we will:
be building on our current understanding of number and exploring
the variety of ways that we can represent the numbers to 5 using
our fingers, dice, numicon and numerals. We will practise ordering
and writing the numbers to 5 independently and learn how to find
one more and one less than a number.

As Investigators we will:
be learning all about Space. We will be looking at planets in the
solar system and finding out about Neil Armstrong and his moon
landing. We will also be looking at the season of winter and the
changes that take place in our environment at this time of year.

Reminders:
We set weekly activities for you to complete with your children on Google
Classroom. Please upload pictures onto your child’s account rather than
bringing it into school so that we can share their work with the rest of the
class. You will find their log in information written in their planner.
Please make sure your child brings the following things to school:

Book bag

Planner

PE kit

Lunchbox (if they are not having school meals)

Water bottle

Coat

Please make sure

all

your child’s belongings are named.

